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ABSTRACT
This thesis presents a new analytical approach for predicting pressure behavior following
production from a water-drive natural gas reservoir. It is difficult to predict the rate of water
influx into a gas reservoir because information about the aquifer is often unknown and
saturations at points far from the wellbore cannot be directly measured. The analytical model
proposed by this research utilizes an idealized composite reservoir model to approximate
conditions after water influx into the reservoir. The model has the potential to eliminate the need
for numerical simulation to analyze these types of reservoirs, which would be beneficial to small
companies that may not have access to expensive numerical simulators. Given the saturation
profiles, the model’s forward solution is able to predict pressure build-up behavior for any time
during the well’s shut-in period. The results contained in this report show that the analytical
composite model can accurately predict pressure build-up behavior in systems with low
permeability, and can predict pressure build-up in high permeability systems with slightly less
accuracy. Future work involves reversing the analytical solution to predict saturation profiles
using only pressure build-up data.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Natural gas production from underground reserves can occur by several mechanisms.
One of the most economical, but most notoriously difficult to model mechanisms is the water
drive. A water-drive gas system consists of a gas-filled reservoir rock contacted by an aquifer.
Gas is produced as water from the aquifer encroaches into the reservoir rock. The water-drive is
able to keep pressures high and therefore, extend the life of a well. However, water-drive wells
are often difficult to manage. Producing one of these wells too quickly can lead to early water
breakthrough, high rates of water production, and a large amount of trapped gas.
Information on the water in the aquifer and its rate of influx is rarely known. Since the
water initially comes from the boundaries of the reservoir, its properties and flow rates cannot be
directly measured, unless a well were drilled directly into the aquifer. Some information can be
gleaned from pressure build-up test data, but conclusions are based on correlations and are
sometimes misleading. There are several mathematical models that have been developed to
estimate water influx, but the calculation remains one of the most uncertain in the field of
reservoir engineering (Ahmed 2006). Water influx information can be extensively predicted
through numerical simulation, but numerical simulators are very costly monetarily, as well as in
time and computer processing power.
As a further challenge, water-driven reservoirs can sometimes mistakenly be identified as
another type of reservoir. The early time production data for water-drive gas can produce plots
that indicate a depletion-drive reservoir (Elahmady and Wattenberger 2007). Also, typical
methods of assessing gas in place using pressure plots can predict larger than actual gas volumes
when there is water-drive (Pepperdine 1978).
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Because of these difficulties with water-driven gas production, a simple method is needed
that can accurately estimate the extent of water encroachment at any time, using only a
reservoir’s rock and fluid properties and pressure build-up test data. Engineers need access to a
straightforward tool, requiring relatively few data inputs, that can shed light on the mystery of
water influx. Not every company is able to utilize a commercial numerical simulator, but
information on water rates still must be known. Therefore, this research seeks to find a simple,
effective method to predict saturation and pressure behavior in water-drive gas reservoirs.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
The solution to the analysis of water-drive gas reservoirs could possibly come in the form
of a composite model solution. A composite reservoir system is a reservoir containing distinct
radial regions with differing reservoir and fluid properties. As water encroaches into a reservoir,
the reservoir could act as though it possessed several regions with different properties, exhibiting
some areas with properties of water, some with properties of gas, and some with a combination
of the two. A number of composite models have been presented in previous literature for
reservoir analysis applications, but virtually none have been applied to the situation of waterdrive gas production.
Satman, Eggenschwiler, and Ramey proposed in 1980 that a composite system could be
used to analyze thermal oil recovery treatments such as in-situ combustion and steam injection.
They suggested that, at any time during the treatment, the reservoir could be represented by a
two-region composite system where one region possesses the average properties of the swept
zone and the other possesses the average properties of the unswept zone. This model could be
used to predict pressure behavior throughout the treatment.
The two-region model was derived from the condition that the pressure in region 1 (the
swept zone) must equal the pressure in region 2 (the unswept zone) at the discontinuity between
the two regions. The diffusivity equations for each region could be solved simultaneously using
Laplace transformations (Satman et al. 1980). Then, the dimensional values of pressure could be
obtained by applying the Stehfest algorithm. The Stehfest algorithm is a numerical method
developed to invert values in Laplace space to real, Cartesian space (Stehfest 1970). The tworegion solution was able to predict injection behavior during an in-situ combustion treatment, but
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it is limited because the fluid properties in both regions must be known, as well as the distance
from the wellbore to the discontinuity between the regions.
Later, the composite system solution was expanded to three regions (Onyekonwu and
Ramey 1986). In this case, the first region represented the swept zone and the third region
represented the unswept zone. The middle region was taken to be a transition zone. It was
believed that this intermediate region could represent the interface between the swept and
unswept zones more accurately than the sharp discontinuity employed in the original two-region
solution. A new version of the three-region model was later created that could approximate
smooth transitions between regions, rather than sharp discontinuities (Issaka and Ambastha
1997).
Eventually, the composite system solution was generalized to accommodate any number
of regions (Acosta and Ambastha 1994). This general solution also allowed for several reservoir
boundary conditions. In previous models, an infinite outer boundary was assumed. Acosta and
Ambastha developed general formulations that could also consider no-flow and constantpressure boundaries. However, their general solution was still intended for the analysis of
thermal recovery treatments. In this model, the innermost region was considered to be the swept
zone and the outermost region was considered to be the unswept zone, while any number of
regions could be used to approximate the transition zone. Even though the multi-region model
was developed with thermal treatments in mind, the authors indicated that it could have
applications for other pressure transient testing.
Composite models featuring two and three regions were eventually applied to water-drive
gas production (Chen et al. 1996). However, in these tests, the aquifer was always finite and
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saturation profiles were not considered. For the two-region model, the system was assumed to
contain an inner all-gas region and an outer all-water region. The three-region model was
similar, with the middle region being a region of water and trapped gas.
Based on previous literature, analytical composite solutions have typically been
developed to assess thermal well treatments and have rarely been applied to water-drive gas
reservoirs. Even in the application to water-drive gas, these composite models have not yet been
tested regarding saturation profiles within the reservoir. They so far have only had all-gas or allwater regions and have not accounted for variance in the value of water saturation at points
throughout the reservoir as water encroaches. Also, multiple-region composite models with
more than three regions have not been tested for their applicability to water-drive gas systems. It
is possible that these models, with more regions capable of possessing different properties, could
have a larger capacity to capture differing water saturation behavior throughout a reservoir.
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3. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The purpose of the research presented here is to determine if the analytical composite
reservoir models previously proposed to analyze thermal treatments can be applied to analysis of
water-drive gas production. This thesis seeks to build on previous literature by testing the
applicability of multiple-region analytical models to the situation of water-drive gas production.
A simple tool is needed for engineers to estimate water saturations throughout a reservoir,
without the money, time, and processing costs of numerical simulation. The goal of this research
is to develop that tool from the existing composite reservoir models and to validate its
effectiveness at predicting the behavior of water-drive gas wells.
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4. MATHEMATICAL DEVELOPMENT
The solution presented here is derived for an idealized reservoir model taking the form
shown in the following figure, where regions 1 to n-1 represent the reservoir and region n
represents an infinite-acting aquifer that bounds the reservoir. Any number of regions can be
used to approximate the reservoir, each with different fluid properties. One well is located in the
reservoir, at the center of region 1.

Figure 1 - Idealized Composite Reservoir Model

The solution that describes this idealized model can be developed similarly to the
developments followed by Satman, et al. and Acostha and Ambastha in their previous work.
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Therefore, many of the same assumptions present in their models are inherent in this one, and
they are as follows:
1. The reservoir is circular, horizontal, and of constant thickness.
2. The reservoir is homogeneous with respect to absolute permeability and porosity.
3. The reservoir is isothermal.
4. Discontinuities between regions are of infinitesimal thickness.
5. There is no skin at region discontinuities.
6. Front locations are stationary throughout the testing period.
7. In the reservoir regions, flow is single-phase gas flow.
8. In the aquifer region, flow is single-phase water flow.
9. Gas flow rate prior to shut-in is constant.
10. Flow is one dimensional and radial.
The model is capable of accounting for skin and wellbore storage, but for the purposes of
validation, skin and wellbore storage were assumed to be zero.
The main difference between the development of the model presented here and previous
models is the desire to represent a compressible fluid. Previous models of the composite
reservoir type were primarily concerned with thermal treatments and assumed that the flowing
fluid was of constant, slight compressibility. Therefore, in order to apply the solution to
compressible gas flow, a pseudopressure approach should be implemented, resulting in the need
for a different set of dimensionless terms. Dimensionless terms used in this development are as
follows:
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1. Dimensionless Pseudopressure Drop at Wellbore (ΨwD)
[ (

(

)

)]

(

)

Where
(
(

) = Pseudopressure at Well Bottomhole Flowing Pressure (Pwf)
) = Pseudopressure at Initial Reservoir Pressure (Pinitial)

= Absolute Permeability, md
= Relative Permeability to Flowing Gas Phase in Region 1
= Thickness, ft
= Gas Flow Rate Prior to Shut-in, Mscf/day
= Reservoir Temperature, °R

2. Dimensionless Pseudopressure Drop in Region i (ΨDi), i = 1, 2, …, n
[ ( )

(

)]

(

)

Where
( ) = Pseudopressure in Region i
(

) = Pseudopressure at Initial Reservoir Pressure (Pinitial)

= Absolute Permeability, md
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= Relative Permeability to Flowing Gas Phase in Region 1
= Thickness, ft
= Gas Flow Rate Prior to Shut-in, Mscf/day
= Reservoir Temperature, °R

For the preceding two dimensionless terms, Pseudopressure (Ψ(P)) at any pressure (P) is
calculated, following the definition of Al-Hussainy, Ramey, and Crawford (Al-Hussainy et al.
1965) as

( )

∫

Where
= Pressure, psi
= Gas Viscosity at P, cp
= Gas Compressibility Factor at P

3. Dimensionless Shut-in Time (tD)
(

)

Where
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= Absolute Permeability, md
= Relative Permeability to Flowing Gas Phase in Region 1
= Shut-in Time, hrs
= Porosity
= Gas Viscosity in Region 1, cp
= Total Compressibility in Region 1, psi-1
= Wellbore Radius, ft

4. Diffusivity Ratio between Region 1 and Region i+1 (ηi), i = 1, 2, …, n-1
⁄

Where
= Absolute Permeability, md
= Relative Permeability to Flowing Gas Phase in Region 1
= Relative Permeability to Flowing Gas Phase in Region i+1
= Porosity
= Gas Viscosity in Region 1, cp
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= Gas Viscosity in Region i+1, cp
= Total Compressibility in Region 1, psi-1
= Total Compressibility in Region i+1, psi-1
(Note: when i+1 = n, krgi+1 = Relative Permeability to Flowing Water Phase in Region n = 1)

5. Mobility Ratio between Region i and Region i+1 (λi), i = 1, 2, …, n-1
⁄

Where
= Absolute Permeability, md
= Relative Permeability to Flowing Gas Phase in Region i
= Relative Permeability to Flowing Gas Phase in Region i+1
= Gas Viscosity in Region i, cp
= Gas Viscosity in Region i+1, cp
(Note: when i+1 = n, krgi+1 = Relative Permeability to Flowing Water Phase in Region n = 1)
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6. Dimensionless Wellbore Storage Coefficient (CD)

Where
= Wellbore Storage Constant, bbl/psi
= Porosity
= Total Compressibility in Region 1, psi-1
= Thickness, ft
= Wellbore Radius, ft

7. Dimensionless Distance to Region Discontinuity i (RDi), i = 1, 2, …, n-1

Where
= Distance from Wellbore to Region Discontinuity i, ft
= Wellbore Radius, ft

Combining the set of dimensionless terms with the assumptions, the pressure behavior in
each region of the idealized model can be described by the dimensionless diffusivity equation for
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one-dimensional radial flow. For Region 1 of the reservoir, the diffusivity equation takes the
form

(

)

for rD from 1 to RD1. Similarly, for any other reservoir region (i = 2, 3, …, n), pressure behavior
is described by the diffusivity equation of the form

(

)

for rD between RDi-1 and RDi. Using boundary conditions that follow from the assumptions, this
set of diffusivity equations can be solved using Laplace transformations.
Taking the Laplace transform of the diffusivity equations results in the following
equations, where s is the Laplace space variable:
1. Region 1

(

̅ (

)

̅ (

)

(

)

)

2. Region i, i = 2, 3, …, n

(

̅ (

)

)

[

̅ (

)

(

)]

Applying the initial condition that, for any region,
(

)

and rearranging, the equations can take the form of the modified Bessel equation.
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1. Region 1
̅ (

̅ (

)

)

̅ (

)

2. Region i, i = 2, 3, …, n
̅ (

̅ (

)

)

̅ (

)

The modified Bessel equation in a general form is

and its solution can be written in terms of the modified Bessel functions as
( )

( )

where Iv is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order v, Kv is the modified Bessel
function of the second kind of order v, and the C terms are constants based on boundary
conditions. Similarly, the solutions to the diffusivity equations for each reservoir region in
Laplace space can be written as
1. Region 1
̅ (

)

(

√ )

(

√ )

2. Region i, i = 2, 3, …, n
̅ (

)

(

√

)

(

√

)
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As evidenced by the subscripts in the above equations, a system of n regions should
require 2n constant coefficients (the equation for region n would include C2n-1 and C2n).
However, the assumed outer boundary condition causes one of these coefficients to drop out.
Region n is always assumed to be an infinite acting aquifer, which results in the following outer
boundary condition:
(

)

Taking the Laplace transform of this boundary condition yields
̅

(

)

The modified Bessel function of the first kind (Iv) approaches infinity as its argument approaches
infinity. The Laplace variable (s) and the diffusivity ratio (η) are always positive, so, in keeping
with the outer boundary condition, as rD approaches infinity,
(

)

√

In order to create a bounded solution, the coefficient of this Bessel function should be set to zero.
Coefficient C2n-1 is set to zero and drops out of the system. Then, for the sake of numbering the
C coefficients, C2n becomes C2n-1. The solution for region n (the infinite aquifer) can then be
written as
̅

(

)

(

√

)

The solution for a composite system of n regions, where region n is an infinite acting aquifer,
requires 2n-1 coefficients.
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The pressure at the wellbore (rD = 1) can be assumed to be the pressure in region 1 (at rD
= 1) minus the pressure drop due to well skin factor. This leads to an inner boundary condition
of

(

)

(

)

Taking the Laplace transform of this boundary condition yields

̅

( )

[̅ (

)]

̅ (

[

)

]

Using the previously defined Laplace space solution for region 1 and the derivative properties of
the modified Bessel functions, the Laplace space solution for psuedopressure drop at the
wellbore can be written as
̅

( )

[ (√ )

√

(√ )]

[

(√ )

√

(√ )]

The C coefficients can be calculated by solving a system of equations that result from
taking the Laplace transforms of the remaining boundary conditions. At the inner boundary (the
wellbore radius), the sum of the wellbore unloading rate and the sandface flow rate must equal
the surface flow rate. In dimensionless terms, it means that this sum must equal unity. It can be
expressed mathematically as

(

)

Taking the Laplace transform of this boundary condition yields
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̅

(

̅

)

Substituting the definitions of the solutions for wellbore pseudopressure drop and region 1
pseudopressure drop puts the equation into the following form:
[

[ (√ )
(

[

(√ )]

√
(

√ )

[
(

(√ )

√

(√ )]]

√ )]

)

Performing the differentiation in the previous equation results in
[

[ (√ )

√

√

(√ )]

(√ )

[

√

(√ )

√

(√ )]]

(√ )

Then, rearranging yields
[

[

[ (√ )

[

(√ )

√

√

(√ )]

(√ )]

√

√

(√ )]

(√ )]

This is always the first equation in the system of equations used to solve for the C coefficients.
For each region from 2 through n-1, two different C coefficients are needed for the
solution. Therefore, for each of these regions, two equations must be added to the system of
equations used to solve for the C coefficients. These two equations are derived from the two
remaining boundary conditions. One of those conditions is that, at the boundary between two
regions, the pressures in each region must be equal. This is shown mathematically as
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(

)

(

)

[̅

(

where the Laplace transform is
[̅ (

)]

)]

Substituting the definitions for the solutions in each region and rearranging gives the following
equation:
(

√

(

√

)

(

)

(

)

√
√

)

This is the first of the two equations that are required to find the C coefficients for every region
from 2 through n-1. However, the equation takes a slightly different form for region n-1. The
equation always includes the C coefficients for the solution of the region at which it is written (i)
and those for the solution of the next region (i+1). Recall that, while regions 2 to n-1 utilize two
coefficients, region n only requires one. The coefficient of the Io function is zero in the final
region, so the equation based on the pressure equality at the discontinuity between region n-1 and
region n is written as
(

)

√
(

(
√

√

)

)

This equation can also be written for region 1, where it takes a slightly different form than that of
regions 2 through n-2. For region 1, the equation is as follows:
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(
(

√ )

(

)

√

√ )

(

)

√

Now, with the equation based on the condition of pressure equality at region
discontinuities written for n-1 regions, coupled with the equation based on the wellbore storage
condition, n equations have been obtained. As previously stated, 2n-1 C coefficients are present
in the system and, therefore, n-1 more equations are required to solve for the C coefficients.
These equations are found by considering the final boundary condition. This final condition
states that there is continuity of flux at region boundaries, which is expressed mathematically, for
i = 1, 2, …, n-1, as

(

)

(

)

In Laplace space, the boundary condition is

[

̅ (

)

]

[

̅

(

)

]

For i = 2 to n-2, the equation takes a general form obtained by substituting the definitions of the
solutions for each region, which is as follows:

[

[

(

[

[

)

√

(

(

√

)

)]

√

]

(

√

)]

]

Performing the differentiation and rearranging results in
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[
[
[√

(

(

√

(

√
)]

√

)]

√

)]

√
[√

(

√

)]

This equation takes a similar, but slightly modified form for region 1, which is as follows:
[

√

[√

(

(

√

√ )]

[

)]

[√

√

(

√ )]

(

√

)]

As with the previous boundary condition, the equation takes the following modified form when
written for region n-1 that only includes three terms:
[

√

(

√

)]

[

√

(

√

)]

[√

(

√

)]

With n-1 equations written based on the flux continuity condition, the system used to
solve for the C coefficients contains the required 2n-1 equations, and the 2n-1 coefficients can be
obtained. Table 1 summarizes the system of equations to solve for the C coefficients.
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Table 1 – Equations to Solve for C Coefficients

Equations
(

For Region i, i = 1, 2, …, n-2

(

)

(

)

(

)

)

(

(
(

)

(

For Region n-1

(

)

(

)

)
)

(

)

)

(

)

(
(

)

)

(

(

)

)

Coefficients
(

)

(

[ (√ )

(

(

(

)

(

)

√ )

√

(

(

√
(

(

)

(√ )

√

)

(

√

)

(

)

(

)

√

(

)

(

√

)

(

)

(

√

)

(

)

)

(

(√ )]

√

(

√ )

(

√

)

(√ )
√

√

)

(

(

)

)

[

(√ )

√

(

(√ )]

√

)

√ )

√

(

√ )

(

√

)

(

)

√

)

(

(

)

(

(

√

)

(

(

√

√

√

)
)

√
)

√

)

)

(

√

(
(

)

(

√

)

√

)

√
(

√

)

)
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With the C coefficients known, the dimensionless pseudopressure drop at the wellbore
can be calculated in real space using Stehfest’s numerical Laplace inversion algorithm. The
Stehfest algorithm can utilize any even number of calculation coefficients (Stehfest 1970). For
the purposes of this research, fourteen was determined to be the number of these coefficients (Vi,
i = 1, 2, …, 14) that gave the most accurate results. The V coefficients are calculated based on a
special formula within the Stehfest algorithm and they depend only upon the number of
coefficients. They are constant for all times. Fourteen was chosen because it was the number of
coefficients that, used with their solution, was able to reproduce the results of Satman,
Eggenschwiler, and Ramey. The number of V coefficients is a value typically determined by
trial and error. Once the V coefficients are calculated, the dimensionless wellbore pressure drop
in real space can be calculated via the Stehfest algorithm as

∑

[

[

(√ )

[ (√ )

√

√

(√ )]

(√ )]]

Where
= ln(2)/tD
=axi
=

evaluated at

=

evaluated at
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For every term in the Stehfest algorithm summation, the system of equations for the C
coefficients must be solved with a new value for s.
Finally, the dimensionless pseudopressure drop at the wellbore can be converted to a
dimensional pseudopressure using its own definition, and then can be converted to a real
pressure value by interpolating using the calculated pseudopressure data. This entire process is
repeated for every time step during the testing period and the final result is a set of build-up
bottomhole pressures versus shut-in time.
While saturations do not directly appear in any of the solution equations, they are still an
input to the model because the gas saturation in each composite model region determines the
relative permeability to gas in that region. Tables of relative permeability versus gas saturation
can be obtained through lab tests of the produced fluid or through correlations. Every time that a
relative permeability appears in an equation or definition in this solution, the value is dependent
on gas saturation.
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5. PROCEDURE
The results generated for this report were obtained using a computer program that solves
the analytical solution. This program’s validity was tested by comparing its outputs to results
generated by a commercial numerical reservoir simulator. The pressure build-up test data used
for analysis was obtained from the commercial simulator.
Analysis began by constructing a hypothetical set of reservoir rock and fluid properties.
These are properties that, in a real application, would be known from initial exploration and core
samples taken from the reservoir. Table 1 shows the first data set used for model validation in
this study. This initial data set was designed to be a low-permeability reservoir.
Table 2 – Reservoir and Fluid Properties

Data Set 1
Depth

5,000 feet

Formation Thickness

30 feet

Produced Gas

Methane

Drainage Radius

744 feet

Wellbore Radius

0.25 feet

Absolute Permeability

25 md

Porosity

35 %

Gas Flow Rate

1,000,000 scfd

Production Time

2 years

Initial Reservoir Pressure

1,200 psi

Initial Gas Saturation

78 %
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The data in Table 1 was first entered into the commercial reservoir simulator1 and a
simulation run was performed where the well produced at a constant rate for two years and then
was shut in for two years. In the field, it is unrealistic for a well to be shut in for two years, but
for the purpose of this study, the large shut-in time provided plenty of pressure build-up data to
compare to the analytical model’s eventual outputs. The simulation was run with 99 equal-sized
radial regions. This set-up was chosen because it should be essentially equivalent to a 100region composite model as described by the analytical solution (where the 100th region is the
aquifer). The data obtained from the simulator became the basis for the testing and analysis of
the developed analytical model.
Next, a computer program was developed that could solve the forward analytical solution
and output pressure build-up behavior of the system. The program begins by reading rock and
fluid properties, such as those listed in Table 1, as well as relative permeability information, and
then generating a range of pseudopressure data that will be used throughout the calculations. As
shown in the preceding chapter, the pseudopressure of a gas depends on the viscosity and the
compressibility factor at given pressures. For each pressure throughout the desired range, the
computer program finds the gas viscosity by interpolation among a table of gas viscosities,
which is given in Appendix B. This is possible because the produced gas was assumed to be
pure methane. However, the model and program could easily be adapted to account for a gas of
any composition.

1

GEM: Generalized Equation of State Model Compositional Reservoir Simulator, copyright Computer Modeling
Group Ltd.
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Following viscosity, the program calculates the gas compressibility factor via the
Dranchuk and Abou-Kassem correlation.2 The Dranchuk and Abou-Kassem correlation is an
analytical method for calculating compressibility factors (z factors) created by fitting an equation
to several data points on the Standing-Katz chart traditionally used for finding z factors
(Dranchuk and Abou-Kassem 1975). With the gas viscosity and z factor known at each pressure,
the range of pseudopressure data is calculated by integration with a trapezoidal approximation.
The program is designed so that it creates a range of data with a lower bound below what could
be encountered in the reservoir and an upper bound much higher than the reservoir’s initial
pressure. Therefore, this range of pseudopressure data can be used for interpolation throughout
the entire execution of the program. The first use of this data is to interpolate for the
pseudopressure at the initial wellbore shut-in pressure.
Next, the program creates the composite model. After the program’s user chooses the
desired number of regions, the program takes the saturation profiles predicted at the beginning of
the shut-in time by numerical simulation (99 values from 99 simulated radial regions) and creates
an even distribution throughout the selected number of composite model regions. For instance, a
100-region composite model (where the reservoir itself is represented by 99 regions) assigns the
gas saturations exactly as they are to the composite model regions, while a 2-region model
(where the reservoir is represented by one region) takes an average of the 99 values and assigns
it to the first region. A 4-region model (the reservoir is represented by 3 equally sized regions)
assigns an average of the first 33 values to the first region, an average of values 34 through 66 to
the second region, and an average of values 67 through 99 to the third region. For any number of
regions, the gas saturations predicted by the simulator to be present at the beginning of the shut2

Computer Program Code for Dranchuk-Abou-Kassem Correlation Subroutine provided as part of course PNG 512:
Numerical Reservoir Simulation
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in period are evenly distributed and assigned to the composite model regions. Following the
assumption that fronts are stationary throughout the shut-in period, this assigned saturation
distribution always remains constant.
The computer program also creates an even pressure distribution between the reservoir’s
initial pressure and the wellbore pressure at the beginning of shut-in, as predicted by the
simulation results. Since the reservoir is assumed to have a strong water-drive, pressure at the
reservoir’s outer boundary (the boundary between region n-1 and region n) is assumed to remain
constant at the initial reservoir pressure. The composite model must have this initial reservoir
pressure at the boundary of region n-1 and throughout region n, and it must have the initial
wellbore shut-in pressure at its inner boundary; the pressures assigned to the intervening regions
are evenly divided between the two extremes. For instance, a 2-region model assigns merely an
average of the two pressures to the reservoir region.
With the pressures and gas saturations assigned to each region of the analytical model,
the program calculates and assigns fluid properties, including gas viscosity, relative permeability
to gas, and gas compressibility. Viscosity and relative permeability are found through
interpolation among tables of the gas properties. Again, viscosity can be found only through
interpolation because the produced fluid is pure methane; different methods to calculate viscosity
could be substituted for any other gas composition. For the case of this research, relative
permeability tables were calculated using a correlation included in the numerical simulator, and
the tables of values are shown in Appendix C. Compressibility is found by first calculating the z
factor by the previously mentioned Dranchuk and Abou-Kassem method. Then, isothermal
compressibility is calculated following an analytical method proposed by Mattar, Brar, and Aziz
(Mattar et al. 1975).
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The computer program also assigns properties to region n, which is the aquifer bounding
the reservoir. This region is considered to be completely saturated with water and to possess the
viscosity and compressibility of water. The reservoir’s absolute permeability is assigned as the
permeability in this region.
With all properties assigned for all regions, the program then calculates dimensionless
parameters for each region, including the mobility ratio, the diffusivity ratio, and the
dimensionless distance from the wellbore to the region boundary, in accordance with the terms’
definitions as given in the preceding chapter. For every tested case, the dimensionless wellbore
storage constant was assumed to be zero, but the program could easily be adapted to also
calculate this dimensionless term.
Next, the computer program calculates the set of coefficients to be used for the Stehfest
numerical Laplace inversion algorithm. These coefficients are always constant and are based
only on the number of coefficients to be used (14 for the purposes of this analysis). The program
then follows the Stehfest algorithm to calculate the dimensionless psuedopressure at the wellbore
for every time step. Each time step is one hour and the final time step is at 336 hours, which
represents two weeks of shut-in time. For every time step, the program calculates dimensionless
time according to its definition in the previous chapter, and then enters the Stehfest algorithm to
calculate the dimensionless wellbore pseudopressure at that time.
Finally, dimensionless pseudopressures are converted to real pseudopressures by the
definition of dimensionless pseudopressure and then the real well bottomhole pressure is found
by interpolation of the original pseudopressure data generated at the beginning of the program.
The program plots well bottomhole pressure versus shut-in time and plots the numerically
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simulated pressure build-up results on the same axes. The program also calculates the maximum
difference between the simulator results and the results calculated by the analytical model. The
entire program can be repeated several times with different numbers of regions and can plot them
all on the same axes to achieve a meaningful comparison between results. Figure 2 is a graphical
representation of this procedure, which is followed by the developed computer program.
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,

Figure 2 - Flowchart for Computer Program
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The computer program was executed using the initial data set detailed earlier in this
chapter, in order to initially assess the validity of the analytical solution. The program was
repeated many times to accommodate the entire range of possible composite models. It was run
using 2 through 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 region models, for a total of 14 different runs. The
results produced by each analytical model were compared with the results of numerical
simulation, and the comparisons are discussed in depth in the following chapter.
Next, other data sets were created to investigate the effect of formation permeability on
the accuracy of the analytical solution. At a high permeability, water may move quickly
throughout the reservoir and the model’s assumptions of stationary saturation fronts may not
hold. To assess this possibility, two more data sets were constructed. These data sets are
identical to the original test data, except for the reservoir absolute permeability. The first set
described a very low-permeability (1 md) reservoir. In this case, it was found through simulation
that the reservoir could not produce constantly at the previous data set’s rate of 1,000,000 scfd of
gas for two years. The flow rate was lowered to 100,000 scfd for this data set, and simulation
was run again with all other parameters remaining unchanged. All properties except flow rate
remained the same as in the initial test data. For the second set, permeability was raised to 1,000
md or 1 D. For this set, the flow rate is 1,000,000 scfd, as in the initial case. After numerically
simulating each of these two additional data sets, the computer program was used to generate
results for them in the same manner as for the initial case. Analytical model results were
compared with simulation results, and the comparisons are discussed in the following chapter.
Finally, the set-up of the composite model was tested to assess its effect on the solution
accuracy. For all previous tests, the composite model saturation distribution was based on the
actual saturation profiles predicted by the numerical simulator, and the pressure distribution was
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created using only the two pressure values at the inner and outer reservoir boundaries. There are
three other possible set-ups for the composite model. It could utilize both the actual saturation
and actual pressure profiles predicted by numerical simulation. The model could use the actual
pressure profiles and then create the saturation distribution based only on the extreme values
(Initial gas saturation at the wellbore and 0% gas saturation at the reservoir boundary). Lastly,
the model could create both pressure and saturation distributions using only the inner and outer
boundary values. Using the initial test data set, these three cases were tested and results were
compared with numerical simulation and with results from the original testing procedure.
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6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 3 shows results obtained from the model for the first, low permeability (25 md)
test data set. The figure presents results from the composite model featuring 2 regions through
10 regions, as well as 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 regions. Shown along with these curves is the data
from the numerical simulator, represented by a solid line.

Figure 3 - Pressure Build-up Results for Low Perm System

As seen in Figure 3, after 2 regions, the curves collapse to a common solution, which is a good
match with the numerically simulated results. The maximum deviation for any of the solutions
with more than 2 regions is only about 5%. Also, increasing the number of regions beyond 3
does not result in appreciably increased accuracy. At 5 regions, the composite model results
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differ by a maximum of 4.8% and at 100 regions, they differ by a maximum of 4.1%. However,
a composite model of only 2 regions produces results drastically different from both the other
composite model results and the numerical simulator results, with a maximum deviation of
nearly 25%. This behavior can be explained by examining the gas saturation profiles throughout
the reservoir.

Figure 4 - Saturation Profiles for Low Perm System at Beginning of Shut-in

Figure 4 shows the saturation profiles at the beginning of shut-in, as generated by the
numerical simulator. There are two distinctive saturation regions: the near-wellbore region with
gas saturation around 76% and the outer region with gas saturation around 24%. Since the
composite model always considers the final region to be the aquifer outside of the reservoir, the
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2-region model approximates the reservoir with only one region. The 2-region model does not
capture the two distinct saturation regions actually present in the reservoir and, therefore, it
predicts a pressure build-up behavior different from the actual behavior.
As the number of regions in the composite model increases, the model begins to capture
the reservoir’s dual-saturation conditions. Figure 5 shows the 3, 5, and 10 region composite
models overlaid on the numerically simulated saturation results.
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Figure 5 - Composite Models (3, 5, 10) Overlaid on Saturation Profiles
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As seen from the figures, the composite model solutions begin to collapse to the same curve after
2 regions, and almost completely collapse to the same curve after 5 regions, because the models
with larger numbers of regions can all capture the reservoir’s two actual distinct regions. This
also accounts for the insignificant increase in accuracy as the number of regions increases. At 5
regions, the boundary of a composite model region nearly coincides with the boundary between
the actual saturation zones. Therefore, there is no region of the composite model that is using a
mixture of properties from both saturation regions. Each composite model region has the
properties of one or the other saturation zone and the composite model then accounts accurately
for both actual saturation regions.
According to numerical simulation, the saturation fronts within the reservoir see almost
no movement during the first two weeks of shut-in time. Therefore, the assumption of stationary
fronts in the composite model holds for this system. These effectively stationary fronts and the
small number of distinct saturation regions lead to the composite model being able to give an
accurate pressure build-up prediction for the early shut-in time, using a small number of regions.
Figure 6 shows the results produced by the analytical solution for the very lowpermeability (1 md) system. The pressure build-up predicted by numerical simulation is
represented by the solid line, while the dashed lines represent the various composite models.
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Figure 6 - Pressure Build-up Results for Very Low Perm System

Almost immediately, the composite model solutions collapse to a common solution that is a
close match with the simulation results. Even for the 2-region composite model, which is the
curve farthest from the simulation curve, the maximum deviation is only 2%.
The reason for this instant collapse to a common solution is found by again examining
the system’s gas saturation profiles, as shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7 - Saturation Profiles for Very Low Perm System at Beginning of Shut-in

Because of the low permeability of the system, there is almost no water influx during the two
years that the well is on production. At the beginning of the shut-in period, the reservoir exhibits
what is effectively a single region of 76% gas saturation. Approximation of this reservoir by a
single region, as in the 2-region composite model, is, therefore, not an inaccurate simplification.
A composite model of any number of regions is able to capture all of this system’s saturation
behavior during the shut-in time and produce an accurate pressure build-up prediction. This
shows that the analytical solution proposed here could be extremely applicable for very lowpermeability reservoirs. This is an important finding because absolute permeabilities on the
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order of 1 md or lower are encountered in reservoirs such as gas-bearing shales. The analytical
model could become a valuable tool in the analysis of these unconventional reservoirs.
Presented in Figure 8 are the analytical solution results for the pressure build-up of the
high-permeability (1,000 md) system. Also included are the numerical simulator results for this
system, shown as a solid line.
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Figure 8 - Pressure Build-up Results for High Perm System
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The results seemingly do not follow the trends seen in the previous tests. Solutions do not
collapse to a common solution and a larger number of regions does not increase solution
accuracy. While, after 3 regions, the general shape of the curves matches that from simulation,
the solutions are higher or lower than actual values. The model comprised of 25 regions seems
to create the best match, with a maximum deviation from the simulator results of only 0.2%.
Even though these results seem variable, they can be explained by again considering the
reservoir’s actual saturation profiles.

Figure 9 - Saturation Profiles for High Perm System at Beginning of Shut-in

Figure 9 shows the saturations in the high-permeability reservoir at the beginning of shutin as generated by simulation. Again, there are two distinct saturation regions, and the near43

wellbore region is much smaller because water is much more mobile in this higher-permeability
system. The 2-region composite model again does not produce an accurate pressure build-up
prediction because it does not capture the reservoir’s dual-saturation nature.
Larger numbers of regions capture the dual gas saturation behavior, and therefore predict
the right shape for a pressure build-up curve, but they do not produce accurate solutions because,
according to simulation, the saturation fronts in the reservoir experience appreciable movement
during the first two weeks of shut-in. The stationary front assumption does not hold for this
system. Shown in Figure 7 is an overlay of the 25-region composite model on the simulator
results both at the beginning of shut-in and after two weeks. Zooming in on this overlay, as
shown in Figure 8, shows that the saturation front movement does not cross a composite model
region boundary. At the beginning of shut-in, the front coincides with a region boundary, while
at the end of two weeks, it has moved just slightly into that region. Therefore, the region
maintains essentially the same properties throughout the shut-in period. If the saturation front
moved completely through the region, then the region should change properties during the
testing time in order to match the reservoir’s real behavior. Since the front does not cross region
boundaries, the 25-region model produces an accurate match.
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Figure 10 – 25-Region Composite Model Overlaid on Saturation Profiles at Beginning and End of Shut-in Period
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Figure 11 - Close-up View of 25-Region Composite Model Overlaid on Saturation Profiles at Beginning and End of Shut-in
Time

A model using 100 regions produces a less accurate match because the region size
decreases as the number of regions increases. Very small regions will naturally be more
sensitive to small movements in saturation fronts. The stationary front assumption is even less
applicable when the number of regions is large and region size is small. Even though the
saturation front movements are small, the boundaries of the saturation zones move throughout
entire regions of the composite model. Therefore, the assumptions that regions maintain
constant properties throughout the early shut-in time lead to an inaccurate solution. The
properties of composite model regions would have to change throughout the test to maintain an
accurate approximation.
The comparisons between results indicate that the analytical solution presented here is
definitely more applicable for reservoirs with lower permeabilities. At high formation
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permeabilities, water can move quickly into the reservoir and the composite model’s
assumptions of stationary fronts throughout the shut-in time do not hold. However, the results
show that if the absolute formation permeability is low, causing water to influx slowly into the
reservoir, the analytical model can produce accurate predictions of pressure build-up behavior.
Figure 12 presents pressure build-up predictions for the original test data set (25 md
permeability) generated when the pressure distribution and saturation distribution in the
composite model are both based on the actual profiles at the beginning of shut-in time, as
predicted by numerical simulation. In this case, the pressure distribution is created not by merely
evenly distributing between the pressures at the inner and outer boundaries, as was done in all
previous tests, but by forming the distribution from the simulated pressure profile.

Figure 12 - Pressure Build-up Results for Low Perm System - Pressure and Sat. Distributions Based on Simulated Profiles
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These results match very closely with the first test performed with this data set. Again,
the maximum deviation from the simulation results for each solution with more than 2 regions is
around 5%. However, these results are actually a slightly worse match than those obtained from
the previous composite model set-up. With a 5-region composite model, the maximum deviation
is 5.3% while it was 4.8% in the previous test. The accuracy reaches that of the previous test as
the number of regions in the composite model increases. At 100 regions, the maximum
deviation is 4.3% while it was 4.1% in the previous test. This indicates that the analytical
solution does not depend heavily on the pressures within the reservoir. Alternatively, it could
indicate that the fluid chosen for these tests is not extremely pressure dependent. Perhaps a more
pressure-dependent fluid could create greater variance in fluid properties throughout the
reservoir, and cause the solution to become more pressure dependent.
Next, the same data set was tested again using the pressure distribution based on actual
pressure profiles and using an evenly distributed saturation profile. In this case, it was assumed
that gas saturation at the wellbore is the initial gas saturation and gas saturation at the reservoir
boundary is zero. Then, the gas saturations for each region of the composite model are evenly
distributed between these two extremes. The results of testing with this set-up are presented in
Figure 13.
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Figure 13 - Pressure Build-up Results for Low Perm System – Pressure Distribution Based on Simulated Profiles, Evenly
Distributed Saturation

The various composite model solutions do not collapse to a single solution as in previous test,
but they do approach the numerical simulator results as the number of regions increases. Small
numbers of composite model regions do not thoroughly capture the reservoir saturation front
behavior when the model properties are not based on the actual saturation profiles. However, as
the number of regions becomes large, the model can approximate the reservoir behavior. In this
case, the 100-region analytical model has a maximum deviation from the simulated results of
about 10%. This indicates that, while there is a loss of accuracy from the previous tests, a fairly
accurate prediction could still be made when only the endpoint saturations are known. This
possibility is more completely tested in the final composite model arrangement.
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The final testing procedure should be the least accurate, as it involves pressure and
saturation distributions created only from the endpoint values for each property. In this case,
pressure is evenly distributed throughout the composite model regions between the initial shut-in
bottomhole flowing pressure at the wellbore and the initial reservoir pressure at the reservoir
boundary (boundary of region n-1). Gas saturation is distributed evenly between initial gas
saturation at the wellbore and zero gas saturation at the reservoir boundary (boundary of region
n-1). This set-up tests the limitations of the analytical solution when there is little data available,
and actual saturation profiles are unknown. Figure 14 presents results for this case.

Figure 14 - Pressure Build-up Results for Low Perm System - Evenly Distributed Pressure and Evenly Distributed Saturation
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The results of the analytical solutions in this case closely resemble those of the preceding test,
emphasizing the previously shown lack of pressure dependence in this data set. Again, the 100region composite model differs from the numerically simulated results with a 10% maximum
deviation. This is an important finding, since it indicates that an accurate prediction of pressure
build-up behavior can still be obtained through this analytical solution even when actual
saturation profiles are unknown, which would be the realistic expectation in the field. There is
about a 5% loss in accuracy between this test and the tests where actual saturation profiles are
known, and the 10% deviation is not reached until large numbers of regions are used in the
composite model, but, for the sake of a quick, reasonably accurate pressure build-up prediction,
the analytical solution presented here has valuable applications even when only a small amount
of data is available.
However, this test, performed for the high-permeability (1,000 md) system, emphasizes
the model’s applicability for low-permeability reservoirs. Figure 15 shows testing results for the
high-permeability data set, with the numerical simulation results represented by a solid line.
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Figure 15 - Pressure Build-up Results for High Perm System - Evenly Distributed Pressure and Evenly Distributed Saturation

For the high-permeability system, with the actual saturation profiles unknown, none of the
curves produced by the composite models exhibit the same shape as the numerically simulated
curve. While the endpoint pressure values of the analytical solutions are not far from the
simulated value, the solutions do not capture the actual build-up behavior throughout shut-in.
Also, the 25-region model, which formerly produced the best match for this data set, now
produces one of the worst matches among the analytical models. Again, because of assumptions
inherent in the composite model, the analytical solution remains more applicable to lowpermeability reservoirs.
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7. CONCLUSIONS
This thesis presented an analytical solution for water-drive gas reservoirs based on
composite modeling. The model was tested with a range of regions from 2 up to 100. Results
show that, for low permeabilities, the composite model can make accurate predictions of
pressure build-up behavior. When the assumption of stationary fronts during shut-in time holds
for a system, any composite model with more than 2 regions is able to capture the reservoir
behavior. In very low-permeability systems, on the order of 1 md, even the 2 region model is
applicable.
At high permeabilities, some of the assumptions of the analytical solution break down
and it is, therefore, much better suited for low-permeability systems. The solution is still capable
of predicting pressure build-up accurately in a high-permeability system, but only at a number of
regions that captures the actual reservoir behavior and is also not sensitive to small movements
in saturation fronts.
The analytical solution presented here can become a valuable tool for engineers working
in low-permeability, water-drive gas reservoirs. The model can save both time and monetary
costs that would be incurred through using numerical simulation. When saturation profiles are
known, the model can produce effective predictions of pressure build-up behavior. Even when
only endpoint pressures and saturations are known, the model can still produce predictions with
only slight losses in accuracy. An inverse form of this solution, that could read pressure build-up
data and predict saturation profiles, could have a great deal of applicability in field situations, but
there are difficulties in taking the inverse. At the present time, while an inverse solution is
unavailable, the forward solution could apply to field cases in a history matching capacity.
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Pressure build-up data could be measured in the field and then saturation profiles could be found
by trial and error, until the model predicts a pressure build-up curve that matches the field data.
With this history matching concept, coupled with the model’s ability to give reasonable
predictions using only endpoint saturation values, the composite model could become a quick,
easy, and comprehensive tool for the analysis of water-drive gas production, able to predict both
pressure build-up behavior and saturation profiles (and therefore, water influx behavior)
throughout the reservoir.
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8. FUTURE WORK
The logical following from the work presented here would be the development of an
inverse solution. The forward solution, and those presented in previous literature, assume that
fluid properties are known in each region and then the pressure build-up behavior is the model’s
output. In the field, pressure build-up data is the known quantity, while saturations in each part
of the reservoir are unknown. Therefore, a solution which can work backwards from the
pressure data and predict the saturation profiles in the reservoir is desirable.
There are many obstacles to developing an inverse solution based on this work’s
development. While saturations are an input to the problem, they do not directly appear in the
solution equations. The actual variable in the solution equations is the Laplace variable (s),
which, using the Stehfest algorithm, depends on dimensionless time. However, the equations
cannot be directly solved for s. The Stehfest algorithm is a numerical technique and s is an
approximation which changes on every iteration. Also, the equations contain the modified
Bessel functions, with the s variable in the functions’ arguments.
Perhaps another numerical technique, such as a Newton-Raphson protocol, could be
utilized to solve the system in an inverse direction, but the coupling of this with the Stehfest
algorithm would result in the use of two numerical methods and a loss of accuracy. Also, as the
number of regions increases, the matrices used in a Newton-Raphson procedure become large
and the solution may lose its lower cost advantage over numerical reservoir simulation.
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APPENDIX A – COMPUTER PROGRAMS
Note: All computer programs were prepared with the Matlab programming language from The
Mathworks, Inc.
1. Main Program
clear all
% Calculating PseudoPressure Data
PseudoCount = 1;
[PseudoPressure Ppp] = PseudoPressureGeneratorTrapz(PseudoCount);
% Inputting Number of Regions
Regions = input('Input Number of Regions = ');
% Inputting Properties
Sg = dlmread('SampleZeroSkinSgBeginningOfShutin.txt');
GasRelativePermSg = dlmread('GasRelativePermSg.txt');
GasRelativePermKrg = dlmread('GasRelativePermKrg.txt');
% Constructing Composite Model
RegionsGroup = 99/(Regions-1);
for i=1:Regions-1;
RegionsGroup1(i) = floor(RegionsGroup);
end
i = 1;
while sum(RegionsGroup1) < 99;
RegionsGroup1(i) = RegionsGroup1(i)+1;
i = i+1;
end
SgSum = 0;
for j=1:RegionsGroup1(1);
SgSum = SgSum+Sg(j);
end
SgRegion(1) = SgSum/RegionsGroup1(1);
SgElement = RegionsGroup1(1);
for i=2:Regions-1;
SgSum = 0;
for j=SgElement+1:SgElement+RegionsGroup1(i);
SgSum = SgSum+Sg(j);
end
SgRegion(i) = SgSum/RegionsGroup1(i);
SgElement = SgElement+RegionsGroup1(i);
end
InitialPressure = 320.982;
m = find(Ppp>=InitialPressure,1,'first');
n = find(Ppp<=InitialPressure,1,'last');
if m == n;
mpinitial = PseudoPressure(m);
else
mpinitial = PseudoPressure(n)+(InitialPressurePpp(n))*((PseudoPressure(m)-PseudoPressure(n))/(Ppp(m)-Ppp(n)));
end
PressureStep = (1200-InitialPressure)/(Regions-1);
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P(1) = PressureStep+InitialPressure;
for i=2:Regions-1;
P(i) = P(i-1)+PressureStep;
end
P(Regions-1) = 1200;
for i=1:Regions-1;
if i == 1;
PRegion(i) = (P(i)+InitialPressure)/2;
else
PRegion(i) = (P(i)+P(i-1))/2;
end
end
if Regions == 2;
PRegion(Regions-1) = (1200+InitialPressure)/2;
end
% Interpolating for Relative Permeability
for i=1:Regions-1;
m = find(GasRelativePermSg>SgRegion(i),1,'first');
n = find(GasRelativePermSg<SgRegion(i),1,'last');
GasRelativePerm(i) = GasRelativePermKrg(n)+(SgRegion(i)GasRelativePermSg(n))*((GasRelativePermKrg(m)GasRelativePermKrg(n))/(GasRelativePermSg(m)-GasRelativePermSg(n)));
end
for i=1:Regions-1;
Perm(i) = 25*GasRelativePerm(i);
end
Perm(Regions) = 25;
Thickness = 30;
Depth = 5000;
FlowRate = 1000;
% Interpolating for Viscosity
PViscosity = dlmread('PViscosity.txt');
Viscosity = dlmread('Viscosity.txt');
for i=1:Regions-1;
PRegionV(i) = PRegion(i)*6.89475729;
m = find(PViscosity>PRegionV(i),1,'first');
n = find(PViscosity<PRegionV(i),1,'last');
GasViscosity(i) = Viscosity(n)+(PRegionV(i)PViscosity(n))*((Viscosity(m)-Viscosity(n))/(PViscosity(m)-PViscosity(n)));
if Perm(i) == 25;
GasViscosity(i) = 1;
end
end
GasViscosity(Regions) = 1;
% Mattar et al. Correlation for Compressibility
Tc = 343.08;
Pc = 667.38;
Tr = (120+460)/Tc;
PrWellbore = mean(PRegion)/Pc;
z = dranchuk(PrWellbore,Tr,1);
GasFormVolFactor = 0.02827*((z*(120+460))/PRegion(1));
for i=1:Regions;
Porosity(i) = 0.35;
end
A1 = 0.31506237;
A2 = -1.0467099;
A3 = -0.57832720;
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A4 = 0.53530771;
A5 = -0.61232032;
A6 = -0.10488813;
A7 = 0.68157001;
A8 = 0.68446549;
T1 = A1+(A2/Tr)+(A3/(Tr^3));
T2 = A4+(A5/Tr);
T3 = A5*A6/Tr;
T4 = A7/(Tr^3);
for i=1:Regions-1;
Pr(i) = PRegion(i)/Pc;
z(i) = dranchuk(Pr(i),Tr,1);
densityr(i) = (0.27*Pr(i))/(z(i)*Tr);
dzdp(i) =
T1+2*T2*densityr(i)+5*T3*densityr(i)^4+2*T4*densityr(i)*(1+A8*densityr(i)^2A8^2*densityr(i)^4)*exp(-A8*densityr(i)^2);
Cpr(i) = (1/Pr(i))(0.27/(z(i)^2*Tr))*(dzdp(i)/(1+(densityr(i)/z(i))*dzdp(i)));
GasCompressibility(i) = Cpr(i)/Pc;
if Perm(i) == 25;
GasCompressibility(i) = 0.0000001;
end
end
GasCompressibility(Regions) = 0.0000001;
DiscontDistance(1) = (744/99)*RegionsGroup1(1);
for i=2:Regions-1;
DiscontDistance(i) = DiscontDistance(i-1)+(744/99)*RegionsGroup1(i);
end
WellboreRadius = 0.25;
WellboreStorageConstant =
((pi*WellboreRadius^2*(Depth+Thickness))/5.615)*GasCompressibility(1);
Skin = 0;
% Dimensionless Parameters
for i=1:Regions-1;
ada(i) =
((Perm(1)/(Porosity(1)*GasViscosity(1)*GasCompressibility(1)))/(Perm(i+1)/(Po
rosity(i+1)*GasViscosity(i+1)*GasCompressibility(i+1))));
if ada(i) > 21.9;
Perm(i+1) = 25;
GasViscosity(i+1) = 1;
GasCompressibility(i+1) = 0.0000001;
ada(i) =
((Perm(1)/(Porosity(1)*GasViscosity(1)*GasCompressibility(1)))/(Perm(i+1)/(Po
rosity(i+1)*GasViscosity(i+1)*GasCompressibility(i+1))));
end
lambda(i) = (Perm(i)/GasViscosity(i))/(Perm(i+1)/GasViscosity(i+1));
end
Rd = DiscontDistance/WellboreRadius;
Cd = 0;
% Calculating Stehfest Algorithm Coefficients
N = 14;
Nh = N/2;
for i=1:N;
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if i-1 == 0;
G(i) = 1*i;
else
G(i) = G(i-1)*i;
end
end
H(1) = 2/G(Nh-1);
for i=2:Nh;
if Nh-i == 0;
H(i) = (i^Nh)*G(2*i)/(1*G(i)*G(i-1));
else
H(i) = (i^Nh)*G(2*i)/(G(Nh-i)*G(i)*G(i-1));
end
end
sn = 2*sign(Nh-Nh/2*2)-1;
for i=1:N;
V(i) = 0;
if i < Nh;
for k=floor((i+1)/2):i;
if i-k == 0;
V(i) = V(i)+H(k)/(1*G(2*k-i));
else
if i-k == 0;
V(i) = V(i)+H(k)/(1*G(2*k-i));
elseif 2*k-i == 0;
V(i) = V(i)+H(k)/(G(i-k)*1);
else
V(i) = V(i)+H(k)/(G(i-k)*G(2*k-i));
end
end
end
else
for k=floor((i+1)/2):Nh;
if i-k == 0;
V(i) = V(i)+H(k)/(1*G(2*k-i));
elseif 2*k-i == 0;
V(i) = V(i)+H(k)/(G(i-k)*1);
else
V(i) = V(i)+H(k)/(G(i-k)*G(2*k-i));
end
end
end
V(i) = sn*V(i);
sn = -sn;
end
%Stehfest Inversion to Calculate Pressures
for j=1:336;
t = j;
T = ((2.637*10^4)*Perm(1)*t)/(Porosity(1)*GasViscosity(1)*GasCompressibility(1)*WellboreRadi
us^2);
Fa = 0;
a = log(2)/T;
for i=1:N;
a1 = i*a;
s = a1;
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[Alpha B C1] = AlphaB3(Regions,s,ada,lambda,Skin,Rd,Cd);
C(:,i) = C1;
Fa = Fa+V(i)*feval('Pwd',a1,C,Skin,i);
end
Fa = (a*Fa);
Pwd1 = Fa;
mpw = mpinitial-((1422*FlowRate*(120+460))/(Perm(1)*Thickness))*Pwd1;
m = find(PseudoPressure>=mpw,1,'first');
n = find(PseudoPressure<=mpw,1,'last');
if m == n;
Pw(j+1) = Ppp(m);
else
Pw(j+1) = Ppp(n)+(mpw-PseudoPressure(n))*((Ppp(m)Ppp(n))/(PseudoPressure(m)-PseudoPressure(n)));
end
end
% Plotting Results
t = [0 1:336];
Pw(1) = InitialPressure;
W = plot(t,Pw,'--');
set(W,'Color','black');
hold on
title('Bottomhole Pressure VS Shutin Time');
xlabel('Time (hrs)');
ylabel('Bottomhole Pressure (psi)');
tns = dlmread('SampleZeroSkinTimeTwoWeeks.txt');
Pwns = dlmread('SampleZeroSkinPressureTwoWeeks.txt');
P = plot(tns,Pwns);
set(P,'Color','black');
text(tns(5),Pwns(5),'Numerical Simulator Results');
str = num2str(Regions);
text(t(337),Pw(337),str);
% Calculating Deviations
for i=1:max(size(tns));
m = find(t>=tns(i),1,'first');
n = find(t<=tns(i),1,'last');
if m == n;
PforDifference(i) = Pw(n);
else
PforDifference(i) = Pw(n)+(tns(i)-t(n))*((Pw(m)-Pw(n))/(t(m)-t(n)));
end
Difference(i) = Pwns(i)-PforDifference(i);
PercentageDifference(i) = Difference(i)/Pwns(i);
AbsolutePercentageDifference(i) = abs(Difference(i))/Pwns(i);
end
MaxDifference = (max(Pw)-max(Pwns))/max(Pwns)
AverageDifference = mean(PercentageDifference)
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2. Variant of Main Program for Actual Pressure Distribution and Actual Saturation Distribution
clear all
% Calculating PseudoPressure Data
PseudoCount = 1;
[PseudoPressure Ppp] = PseudoPressureGeneratorTrapz(PseudoCount);
% Inputting Number of Regions
Regions = input('Input Number of Regions = ');
% Inputting Properties
Sg = dlmread('SampleZeroSkinSgBeginningOfShutin.txt');
P = dlmread('SampleZeroSkinPBeginningOfShutin.txt');
GasRelativePermSg = dlmread('GasRelativePermSg.txt');
GasRelativePermKrg = dlmread('GasRelativePermKrg.txt');
RegionsGroup = 99/(Regions-1);
for i=1:Regions-1;
RegionsGroup1(i) = floor(RegionsGroup);
end
i = 1;
while sum(RegionsGroup1) < 99;
RegionsGroup1(i) = RegionsGroup1(i)+1;
i = i+1;
end
SgSum = 0;
PSum = 0;
for j=1:RegionsGroup1(1);
SgSum = SgSum+Sg(j);
PSum = PSum+P(j);
end
SgRegion(1) = SgSum/RegionsGroup1(1);
PRegion(1) = PSum/RegionsGroup1(1);
SgElement = RegionsGroup1(1);
for i=2:Regions-1;
SgSum = 0;
PSum = 0;
for j=SgElement+1:SgElement+RegionsGroup1(i);
SgSum = SgSum+Sg(j);
PSum = PSum+P(j);
end
SgRegion(i) = SgSum/RegionsGroup1(i);
PRegion(i) = PSum/RegionsGroup1(i);
SgElement = SgElement+RegionsGroup1(i);
end
InitialPressure = 320.982;
m = find(Ppp>=InitialPressure,1,'first');
n = find(Ppp<=InitialPressure,1,'last');
if m == n;
mpinitial = PseudoPressure(m);
else
mpinitial = PseudoPressure(n)+(InitialPressurePpp(n))*((PseudoPressure(m)-PseudoPressure(n))/(Ppp(m)-Ppp(n)));
end
for i=1:Regions-1;
m = find(GasRelativePermSg>SgRegion(i),1,'first');
n = find(GasRelativePermSg<SgRegion(i),1,'last');
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GasRelativePerm(i) = GasRelativePermKrg(n)+(SgRegion(i)GasRelativePermSg(n))*((GasRelativePermKrg(m)GasRelativePermKrg(n))/(GasRelativePermSg(m)-GasRelativePermSg(n)));
end
for i=1:Regions-1;
Perm(i) = 25*GasRelativePerm(i);
end
Perm(Regions) = 25;
Thickness = 30;
Depth = 5000;
FlowRate = 1000;
PViscosity = dlmread('PViscosity.txt');
Viscosity = dlmread('Viscosity.txt');
for i=1:Regions-1;
PRegionV(i) = PRegion(i)*6.89475729;
m = find(PViscosity>PRegionV(i),1,'first');
n = find(PViscosity<PRegionV(i),1,'last');
GasViscosity(i) = Viscosity(n)+(PRegionV(i)PViscosity(n))*((Viscosity(m)-Viscosity(n))/(PViscosity(m)-PViscosity(n)));
if Perm(i) == 25;
GasViscosity(i) = 1;
end
end
GasViscosity(Regions) = 1;
Tc = 343.08;
Pc = 667.38;
Tr = (120+460)/Tc;
PrWellbore = mean(PRegion)/Pc;
z = dranchuk(PrWellbore,Tr,1);
GasFormVolFactor = 0.02827*((z*(120+460))/PRegion(1));
for i=1:Regions;
Porosity(i) = 0.35;
end
A1 = 0.31506237;
A2 = -1.0467099;
A3 = -0.57832720;
A4 = 0.53530771;
A5 = -0.61232032;
A6 = -0.10488813;
A7 = 0.68157001;
A8 = 0.68446549;
T1 = A1+(A2/Tr)+(A3/(Tr^3));
T2 = A4+(A5/Tr);
T3 = A5*A6/Tr;
T4 = A7/(Tr^3);
for i=1:Regions-1;
Pr(i) = PRegion(i)/Pc;
z(i) = dranchuk(Pr(i),Tr,1);
densityr(i) = (0.27*Pr(i))/(z(i)*Tr);
dzdp(i) =
T1+2*T2*densityr(i)+5*T3*densityr(i)^4+2*T4*densityr(i)*(1+A8*densityr(i)^2A8^2*densityr(i)^4)*exp(-A8*densityr(i)^2);
Cpr(i) = (1/Pr(i))(0.27/(z(i)^2*Tr))*(dzdp(i)/(1+(densityr(i)/z(i))*dzdp(i)));
GasCompressibility(i) = Cpr(i)/Pc;
if Perm(i) == 25;
GasCompressibility(i) = 0.0000001;
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end
end
GasCompressibility(Regions) = 0.0000001;
DiscontDistance(1) = (744/99)*RegionsGroup1(1);
for i=2:Regions-1;
DiscontDistance(i) = DiscontDistance(i-1)+(744/99)*RegionsGroup1(i);
end
WellboreRadius = 0.25;
WellboreStorageConstant =
((pi*WellboreRadius^2*(Depth+Thickness))/5.615)*GasCompressibility(1);
Skin = 0;
% Dimensionless Parameters
for i=1:Regions-1;
ada(i) =
((Perm(1)/(Porosity(1)*GasViscosity(1)*GasCompressibility(1)))/(Perm(i+1)/(Po
rosity(i+1)*GasViscosity(i+1)*GasCompressibility(i+1))));
if ada(i) > 21.9;
Perm(i+1) = 25;
GasViscosity(i+1) = 1;
GasCompressibility(i+1) = 0.0000001;
ada(i) =
((Perm(1)/(Porosity(1)*GasViscosity(1)*GasCompressibility(1)))/(Perm(i+1)/(Po
rosity(i+1)*GasViscosity(i+1)*GasCompressibility(i+1))));
end
lambda(i) = (Perm(i)/GasViscosity(i))/(Perm(i+1)/GasViscosity(i+1));
end
Rd = DiscontDistance/WellboreRadius;
Cd = 0;
% Input Number of Coefficients
N = 14;
Nh = N/2;
for i=1:N;
if i-1 == 0;
G(i) = 1*i;
else
G(i) = G(i-1)*i;
end
end
H(1) = 2/G(Nh-1);
for i=2:Nh;
if Nh-i == 0;
H(i) = (i^Nh)*G(2*i)/(1*G(i)*G(i-1));
else
H(i) = (i^Nh)*G(2*i)/(G(Nh-i)*G(i)*G(i-1));
end
end
sn = 2*sign(Nh-Nh/2*2)-1;
for i=1:N;
V(i) = 0;
if i < Nh;
for k=floor((i+1)/2):i;
if i-k == 0;
V(i) = V(i)+H(k)/(1*G(2*k-i));
else
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if i-k == 0;
V(i) = V(i)+H(k)/(1*G(2*k-i));
elseif 2*k-i == 0;
V(i) = V(i)+H(k)/(G(i-k)*1);
else
V(i) = V(i)+H(k)/(G(i-k)*G(2*k-i));
end
end
end
else
for k=floor((i+1)/2):Nh;
if i-k == 0;
V(i) = V(i)+H(k)/(1*G(2*k-i));
elseif 2*k-i == 0;
V(i) = V(i)+H(k)/(G(i-k)*1);
else
V(i) = V(i)+H(k)/(G(i-k)*G(2*k-i));
end
end
end
V(i) = sn*V(i);
sn = -sn;
end
%Stehfest Inversion to Calculate Pressures
for j=1:336;
t = j;
T = ((2.637*10^4)*Perm(1)*t)/(Porosity(1)*GasViscosity(1)*GasCompressibility(1)*WellboreRadi
us^2);
Fa = 0;
a = log(2)/T;
for i=1:N;
a1 = i*a;
s = a1;
[Alpha B C1] = AlphaB3(Regions,s,ada,lambda,Skin,Rd,Cd);
C(:,i) = C1;
Fa = Fa+V(i)*feval('Pwd',a1,C,Skin,i);
end
Fa = (a*Fa);
Pwd1 = Fa;
mpw = mpinitial-((1422*FlowRate*(120+460))/(Perm(1)*Thickness))*Pwd1;
m = find(PseudoPressure>=mpw,1,'first');
n = find(PseudoPressure<=mpw,1,'last');
if m == n;
Pw(j+1) = Ppp(m);
else
Pw(j+1) = Ppp(n)+(mpw-PseudoPressure(n))*((Ppp(m)Ppp(n))/(PseudoPressure(m)-PseudoPressure(n)));
end
end
t = [0 1:336];
Pw(1) = InitialPressure;
W = plot(t,Pw,'--');
set(W,'Color','black');
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hold on
title('Bottomhole Pressure VS Shutin Time');
xlabel('Time (hrs)');
ylabel('Bottomhole Pressure (psi)');
tns = dlmread('SampleZeroSkinTimeTwoWeeks.txt');
Pwns = dlmread('SampleZeroSkinPressureTwoWeeks.txt');
P = plot(tns,Pwns);
set(P,'Color','black');
text(tns(5),Pwns(5),'Numerical Simulator Results');
str = num2str(Regions);
text(t(337),Pw(337),str);
for i=1:max(size(tns));
m = find(t>=tns(i),1,'first');
n = find(t<=tns(i),1,'last');
if m == n;
PforDifference(i) = Pw(n);
else
PforDifference(i) = Pw(n)+(tns(i)-t(n))*((Pw(m)-Pw(n))/(t(m)-t(n)));
end
Difference(i) = Pwns(i)-PforDifference(i);
PercentageDifference(i) = Difference(i)/Pwns(i);
AbsolutePercentageDifference(i) = abs(Difference(i))/Pwns(i);
end
MaxDifference = (max(Pw)-max(Pwns))/max(Pwns)
AverageDifference = mean(PercentageDifference)
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3. Variant of Main Program for Actual Pressure Distribution and Evenly Distributed Saturation
clear all
% Calculating PseudoPressure Data
PseudoCount = 1;
[PseudoPressure Ppp] = PseudoPressureGeneratorTrapz(PseudoCount);
% Inputting Number of Regions
Regions = input('Input Number of Regions = ');
% Inputting Properties
Sg = dlmread('SampleZeroSkinSgBeginningOfShutin.txt');
P = dlmread('SampleZeroSkinPBeginningOfShutin.txt');
GasRelativePermSg = dlmread('GasRelativePermSg.txt');
GasRelativePermKrg = dlmread('GasRelativePermKrg.txt');
RegionsGroup = 99/(Regions-1);
for i=1:Regions-1;
RegionsGroup1(i) = floor(RegionsGroup);
end
i = 1;
while sum(RegionsGroup1) < 99;
RegionsGroup1(i) = RegionsGroup1(i)+1;
i = i+1;
end
SgSum = 0;
PSum = 0;
for j=1:RegionsGroup1(1);
SgSum = SgSum+Sg(j);
PSum = PSum+P(j);
end
SgRegion(1) = SgSum/RegionsGroup1(1);
PRegion(1) = PSum/RegionsGroup1(1);
SgElement = RegionsGroup1(1);
for i=2:Regions-1;
SgSum = 0;
PSum = 0;
for j=SgElement+1:SgElement+RegionsGroup1(i);
SgSum = SgSum+Sg(j);
PSum = PSum+P(j);
end
SgRegion(i) = SgSum/RegionsGroup1(i);
PRegion(i) = PSum/RegionsGroup1(i);
SgElement = SgElement+RegionsGroup1(i);
end
SatStep = (0-max(GasRelativePermSg))/(Regions-1);
Sg(1) = SatStep+max(GasRelativePermSg);
for i=2:Regions-1;
Sg(i) = Sg(i-1)+SatStep;
end
Sg(Regions-1) = 0;
for i=1:Regions-1;
if i == 1;
SgRegion(i) = (Sg(i)+max(GasRelativePermSg))/2;
else
SgRegion(i) = (Sg(i)+Sg(i-1))/2;
end
end
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if Regions == 2;
SgRegion(Regions-1) = (0+max(GasRelativePermSg))/2;
end
InitialPressure = 320.982;
m = find(Ppp>=InitialPressure,1,'first');
n = find(Ppp<=InitialPressure,1,'last');
if m == n;
mpinitial = PseudoPressure(m);
else
mpinitial = PseudoPressure(n)+(InitialPressurePpp(n))*((PseudoPressure(m)-PseudoPressure(n))/(Ppp(m)-Ppp(n)));
end
for i=1:Regions-1;
m = find(GasRelativePermSg>SgRegion(i),1,'first');
n = find(GasRelativePermSg<SgRegion(i),1,'last');
GasRelativePerm(i) = GasRelativePermKrg(n)+(SgRegion(i)GasRelativePermSg(n))*((GasRelativePermKrg(m)GasRelativePermKrg(n))/(GasRelativePermSg(m)-GasRelativePermSg(n)));
end
for i=1:Regions-1;
Perm(i) = 25*GasRelativePerm(i);
end
Perm(Regions) = 25;
Thickness = 30;
Depth = 5000;
FlowRate = 1000;
PViscosity = dlmread('PViscosity.txt');
Viscosity = dlmread('Viscosity.txt');
for i=1:Regions-1;
PRegionV(i) = PRegion(i)*6.89475729;
m = find(PViscosity>PRegionV(i),1,'first');
n = find(PViscosity<PRegionV(i),1,'last');
GasViscosity(i) = Viscosity(n)+(PRegionV(i)PViscosity(n))*((Viscosity(m)-Viscosity(n))/(PViscosity(m)-PViscosity(n)));
if Perm(i) == 25;
GasViscosity(i) = 1;
end
end
GasViscosity(Regions) = 1;
Tc = 343.08;
Pc = 667.38;
Tr = (120+460)/Tc;
PrWellbore = mean(PRegion)/Pc;
z = dranchuk(PrWellbore,Tr,1);
GasFormVolFactor = 0.02827*((z*(120+460))/PRegion(1));
for i=1:Regions;
Porosity(i) = 0.35;
end
A1 = 0.31506237;
A2 = -1.0467099;
A3 = -0.57832720;
A4 = 0.53530771;
A5 = -0.61232032;
A6 = -0.10488813;
A7 = 0.68157001;
A8 = 0.68446549;
T1 = A1+(A2/Tr)+(A3/(Tr^3));
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T2 = A4+(A5/Tr);
T3 = A5*A6/Tr;
T4 = A7/(Tr^3);
for i=1:Regions-1;
Pr(i) = PRegion(i)/Pc;
z(i) = dranchuk(Pr(i),Tr,1);
densityr(i) = (0.27*Pr(i))/(z(i)*Tr);
dzdp(i) =
T1+2*T2*densityr(i)+5*T3*densityr(i)^4+2*T4*densityr(i)*(1+A8*densityr(i)^2A8^2*densityr(i)^4)*exp(-A8*densityr(i)^2);
Cpr(i) = (1/Pr(i))(0.27/(z(i)^2*Tr))*(dzdp(i)/(1+(densityr(i)/z(i))*dzdp(i)));
GasCompressibility(i) = Cpr(i)/Pc;
if Perm(i) == 25;
GasCompressibility(i) = 0.0000001;
end
end
GasCompressibility(Regions) = 0.0000001;
DiscontDistance(1) = (744/99)*RegionsGroup1(1);
for i=2:Regions-1;
DiscontDistance(i) = DiscontDistance(i-1)+(744/99)*RegionsGroup1(i);
end
WellboreRadius = 0.25;
WellboreStorageConstant =
((pi*WellboreRadius^2*(Depth+Thickness))/5.615)*GasCompressibility(1);
Skin = 0;
% Dimensionless Parameters
for i=1:Regions-1;
ada(i) =
((Perm(1)/(Porosity(1)*GasViscosity(1)*GasCompressibility(1)))/(Perm(i+1)/(Po
rosity(i+1)*GasViscosity(i+1)*GasCompressibility(i+1))));
if ada(i) > 21.9;
Perm(i+1) = 25;
GasViscosity(i+1) = 1;
GasCompressibility(i+1) = 0.0000001;
ada(i) =
((Perm(1)/(Porosity(1)*GasViscosity(1)*GasCompressibility(1)))/(Perm(i+1)/(Po
rosity(i+1)*GasViscosity(i+1)*GasCompressibility(i+1))));
end
lambda(i) = (Perm(i)/GasViscosity(i))/(Perm(i+1)/GasViscosity(i+1));
end
Rd = DiscontDistance/WellboreRadius;
Cd = 0;
% Input Number of Coefficients
N = 14;
Nh = N/2;
for i=1:N;
if i-1 == 0;
G(i) = 1*i;
else
G(i) = G(i-1)*i;
end
end
H(1) = 2/G(Nh-1);
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for i=2:Nh;
if Nh-i == 0;
H(i) = (i^Nh)*G(2*i)/(1*G(i)*G(i-1));
else
H(i) = (i^Nh)*G(2*i)/(G(Nh-i)*G(i)*G(i-1));
end
end
sn = 2*sign(Nh-Nh/2*2)-1;
for i=1:N;
V(i) = 0;
if i < Nh;
for k=floor((i+1)/2):i;
if i-k == 0;
V(i) = V(i)+H(k)/(1*G(2*k-i));
else
if i-k == 0;
V(i) = V(i)+H(k)/(1*G(2*k-i));
elseif 2*k-i == 0;
V(i) = V(i)+H(k)/(G(i-k)*1);
else
V(i) = V(i)+H(k)/(G(i-k)*G(2*k-i));
end
end
end
else
for k=floor((i+1)/2):Nh;
if i-k == 0;
V(i) = V(i)+H(k)/(1*G(2*k-i));
elseif 2*k-i == 0;
V(i) = V(i)+H(k)/(G(i-k)*1);
else
V(i) = V(i)+H(k)/(G(i-k)*G(2*k-i));
end
end
end
V(i) = sn*V(i);
sn = -sn;
end
%Stehfest Inversion to Calculate Pressures
for j=1:336;
t = j;
T = ((2.637*10^4)*Perm(1)*t)/(Porosity(1)*GasViscosity(1)*GasCompressibility(1)*WellboreRadi
us^2);
Fa = 0;
a = log(2)/T;
for i=1:N;
a1 = i*a;
s = a1;
[Alpha B C1] = AlphaB3(Regions,s,ada,lambda,Skin,Rd,Cd);
C(:,i) = C1;
Fa = Fa+V(i)*feval('Pwd',a1,C,Skin,i);
end
Fa = (a*Fa);
Pwd1 = Fa;
mpw = mpinitial-((1422*FlowRate*(120+460))/(Perm(1)*Thickness))*Pwd1;
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m = find(PseudoPressure>=mpw,1,'first');
n = find(PseudoPressure<=mpw,1,'last');
if m == n;
Pw(j+1) = Ppp(m);
else
Pw(j+1) = Ppp(n)+(mpw-PseudoPressure(n))*((Ppp(m)Ppp(n))/(PseudoPressure(m)-PseudoPressure(n)));
end
end
t = [0 1:336];
Pw(1) = InitialPressure;
W = plot(t,Pw,'--');
set(W,'Color','black');
hold on
title('Bottomhole Pressure VS Shutin Time');
xlabel('Time (hrs)');
ylabel('Bottomhole Pressure (psi)');
tns = dlmread('SampleZeroSkinTimeTwoWeeks.txt');
Pwns = dlmread('SampleZeroSkinPressureTwoWeeks.txt');
P = plot(tns,Pwns);
set(P,'Color','black');
text(tns(5),Pwns(5),'Numerical Simulator Results');
str = num2str(Regions);
text(t(337),Pw(337),str);
for i=1:max(size(tns));
m = find(t>=tns(i),1,'first');
n = find(t<=tns(i),1,'last');
if m == n;
PforDifference(i) = Pw(n);
else
PforDifference(i) = Pw(n)+(tns(i)-t(n))*((Pw(m)-Pw(n))/(t(m)-t(n)));
end
Difference(i) = Pwns(i)-PforDifference(i);
PercentageDifference(i) = Difference(i)/Pwns(i);
AbsolutePercentageDifference(i) = abs(Difference(i))/Pwns(i);
end
MaxDifference = (max(Pw)-max(Pwns))/max(Pwns)
AverageDifference = mean(PercentageDifference)
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4. Variant of Main Program for Evenly Distributed Pressure and Evenly Distributed Saturation
clear all
% Calculating PseudoPressure Data
PseudoCount = 1;
[PseudoPressure Ppp] = PseudoPressureGeneratorTrapz(PseudoCount);
% Inputting Number of Regions
Regions = input('Input Number of Regions = ');
% Inputting Properties
Sg = dlmread('SampleZeroSkinSgBeginningOfShutin.txt');
GasRelativePermSg = dlmread('GasRelativePermSg.txt');
GasRelativePermKrg = dlmread('GasRelativePermKrg.txt');
RegionsGroup = 99/(Regions-1);
for i=1:Regions-1;
RegionsGroup1(i) = floor(RegionsGroup);
end
i = 1;
while sum(RegionsGroup1) < 99;
RegionsGroup1(i) = RegionsGroup1(i)+1;
i = i+1;
end
SgSum = 0;
for j=1:RegionsGroup1(1);
SgSum = SgSum+Sg(j);
end
SgRegion(1) = SgSum/RegionsGroup1(1);
SgElement = RegionsGroup1(1);
for i=2:Regions-1;
SgSum = 0;
for j=SgElement+1:SgElement+RegionsGroup1(i);
SgSum = SgSum+Sg(j);
end
SgRegion(i) = SgSum/RegionsGroup1(i);
SgElement = SgElement+RegionsGroup1(i);
end
SatStep = (0-max(GasRelativePermSg))/(Regions-1);
Sg(1) = SatStep+max(GasRelativePermSg);
for i=2:Regions-1;
Sg(i) = Sg(i-1)+SatStep;
end
Sg(Regions-1) = 0;
for i=1:Regions-1;
if i == 1;
SgRegion(i) = (Sg(i)+max(GasRelativePermSg))/2;
else
SgRegion(i) = (Sg(i)+Sg(i-1))/2;
end
end
if Regions == 2;
SgRegion(Regions-1) = (0+max(GasRelativePermSg))/2;
end
InitialPressure = 320.982;
m = find(Ppp>=InitialPressure,1,'first');
n = find(Ppp<=InitialPressure,1,'last');
if m == n;
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mpinitial = PseudoPressure(m);
else
mpinitial = PseudoPressure(n)+(InitialPressurePpp(n))*((PseudoPressure(m)-PseudoPressure(n))/(Ppp(m)-Ppp(n)));
end
PressureStep = (1200-InitialPressure)/(Regions-1);
P(1) = PressureStep+InitialPressure;
for i=2:Regions-1;
P(i) = P(i-1)+PressureStep;
end
P(Regions-1) = 1200;
for i=1:Regions-1;
if i == 1;
PRegion(i) = (P(i)+InitialPressure)/2;
else
PRegion(i) = (P(i)+P(i-1))/2;
end
end
if Regions == 2;
PRegion(Regions-1) = (1200+InitialPressure)/2;
end
for i=1:Regions-1;
m = find(GasRelativePermSg>SgRegion(i),1,'first');
n = find(GasRelativePermSg<SgRegion(i),1,'last');
GasRelativePerm(i) = GasRelativePermKrg(n)+(SgRegion(i)GasRelativePermSg(n))*((GasRelativePermKrg(m)GasRelativePermKrg(n))/(GasRelativePermSg(m)-GasRelativePermSg(n)));
end
for i=1:Regions-1;
Perm(i) = 25*GasRelativePerm(i);
end
Perm(Regions) = 25;
Thickness = 30;
Depth = 5000;
FlowRate = 1000;
PViscosity = dlmread('PViscosity.txt');
Viscosity = dlmread('Viscosity.txt');
for i=1:Regions-1;
PRegionV(i) = PRegion(i)*6.89475729;
m = find(PViscosity>PRegionV(i),1,'first');
n = find(PViscosity<PRegionV(i),1,'last');
GasViscosity(i) = Viscosity(n)+(PRegionV(i)PViscosity(n))*((Viscosity(m)-Viscosity(n))/(PViscosity(m)-PViscosity(n)));
if Perm(i) == 25;
GasViscosity(i) = 1;
end
end
GasViscosity(Regions) = 1;
Tc = 343.08;
Pc = 667.38;
Tr = (120+460)/Tc;
PrWellbore = mean(PRegion)/Pc;
z = dranchuk(PrWellbore,Tr,1);
GasFormVolFactor = 0.02827*((z*(120+460))/PRegion(1));
for i=1:Regions;
Porosity(i) = 0.35;
end
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A1 = 0.31506237;
A2 = -1.0467099;
A3 = -0.57832720;
A4 = 0.53530771;
A5 = -0.61232032;
A6 = -0.10488813;
A7 = 0.68157001;
A8 = 0.68446549;
T1 = A1+(A2/Tr)+(A3/(Tr^3));
T2 = A4+(A5/Tr);
T3 = A5*A6/Tr;
T4 = A7/(Tr^3);
for i=1:Regions-1;
Pr(i) = PRegion(i)/Pc;
z(i) = dranchuk(Pr(i),Tr,1);
densityr(i) = (0.27*Pr(i))/(z(i)*Tr);
dzdp(i) =
T1+2*T2*densityr(i)+5*T3*densityr(i)^4+2*T4*densityr(i)*(1+A8*densityr(i)^2A8^2*densityr(i)^4)*exp(-A8*densityr(i)^2);
Cpr(i) = (1/Pr(i))(0.27/(z(i)^2*Tr))*(dzdp(i)/(1+(densityr(i)/z(i))*dzdp(i)));
GasCompressibility(i) = Cpr(i)/Pc;
if Perm(i) == 25;
GasCompressibility(i) = 0.0000001;
end
end
GasCompressibility(Regions) = 0.0000001;
DiscontDistance(1) = (744/99)*RegionsGroup1(1);
for i=2:Regions-1;
DiscontDistance(i) = DiscontDistance(i-1)+(744/99)*RegionsGroup1(i);
end
WellboreRadius = 0.25;
WellboreStorageConstant =
((pi*WellboreRadius^2*(Depth+Thickness))/5.615)*GasCompressibility(1);
Skin = 0;
% Dimensionless Parameters
for i=1:Regions-1;
ada(i) =
((Perm(1)/(Porosity(1)*GasViscosity(1)*GasCompressibility(1)))/(Perm(i+1)/(Po
rosity(i+1)*GasViscosity(i+1)*GasCompressibility(i+1))));
if ada(i) > 21.9;
Perm(i+1) = 25;
GasViscosity(i+1) = 1;
GasCompressibility(i+1) = 0.0000001;
ada(i) =
((Perm(1)/(Porosity(1)*GasViscosity(1)*GasCompressibility(1)))/(Perm(i+1)/(Po
rosity(i+1)*GasViscosity(i+1)*GasCompressibility(i+1))));
end
lambda(i) = (Perm(i)/GasViscosity(i))/(Perm(i+1)/GasViscosity(i+1));
end
Rd = DiscontDistance/WellboreRadius;
Cd = 0;
% Input Number of Coefficients
N = 14;
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Nh = N/2;
for i=1:N;
if i-1 == 0;
G(i) = 1*i;
else
G(i) = G(i-1)*i;
end
end
H(1) = 2/G(Nh-1);
for i=2:Nh;
if Nh-i == 0;
H(i) = (i^Nh)*G(2*i)/(1*G(i)*G(i-1));
else
H(i) = (i^Nh)*G(2*i)/(G(Nh-i)*G(i)*G(i-1));
end
end
sn = 2*sign(Nh-Nh/2*2)-1;
for i=1:N;
V(i) = 0;
if i < Nh;
for k=floor((i+1)/2):i;
if i-k == 0;
V(i) = V(i)+H(k)/(1*G(2*k-i));
else
if i-k == 0;
V(i) = V(i)+H(k)/(1*G(2*k-i));
elseif 2*k-i == 0;
V(i) = V(i)+H(k)/(G(i-k)*1);
else
V(i) = V(i)+H(k)/(G(i-k)*G(2*k-i));
end
end
end
else
for k=floor((i+1)/2):Nh;
if i-k == 0;
V(i) = V(i)+H(k)/(1*G(2*k-i));
elseif 2*k-i == 0;
V(i) = V(i)+H(k)/(G(i-k)*1);
else
V(i) = V(i)+H(k)/(G(i-k)*G(2*k-i));
end
end
end
V(i) = sn*V(i);
sn = -sn;
end
%Stehfest Inversion to Calculate Pressures
for j=1:336;
t = j;
T = ((2.637*10^4)*Perm(1)*t)/(Porosity(1)*GasViscosity(1)*GasCompressibility(1)*WellboreRadi
us^2);
Fa = 0;
a = log(2)/T;
for i=1:N;
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a1 = i*a;
s = a1;
[Alpha B C1] = AlphaB3(Regions,s,ada,lambda,Skin,Rd,Cd);
C(:,i) = C1;
Fa = Fa+V(i)*feval('Pwd',a1,C,Skin,i);
end
Fa = (a*Fa);
Pwd1 = Fa;
mpw = mpinitial-((1422*FlowRate*(120+460))/(Perm(1)*Thickness))*Pwd1;
m = find(PseudoPressure>=mpw,1,'first');
n = find(PseudoPressure<=mpw,1,'last');
if m == n;
Pw(j+1) = Ppp(m);
else
Pw(j+1) = Ppp(n)+(mpw-PseudoPressure(n))*((Ppp(m)Ppp(n))/(PseudoPressure(m)-PseudoPressure(n)));
end
end
t = [0 1:336];
Pw(1) = InitialPressure;
W = plot(t,Pw,'--');
set(W,'Color','black');
hold on
title('Bottomhole Pressure VS Shutin Time');
xlabel('Time (hrs)');
ylabel('Bottomhole Pressure (psi)');
tns = dlmread('SampleZeroSkinTimeTwoWeeks.txt');
Pwns = dlmread('SampleZeroSkinPressureTwoWeeks.txt');
P = plot(tns,Pwns);
set(P,'Color','black');
text(tns(5),Pwns(5),'Numerical Simulator Results');
str = num2str(Regions);
text(t(337),Pw(337),str);
for i=1:max(size(tns));
m = find(t>=tns(i),1,'first');
n = find(t<=tns(i),1,'last');
if m == n;
PforDifference(i) = Pw(n);
else
PforDifference(i) = Pw(n)+(tns(i)-t(n))*((Pw(m)-Pw(n))/(t(m)-t(n)));
end
Difference(i) = Pwns(i)-PforDifference(i);
PercentageDifference(i) = Difference(i)/Pwns(i);
AbsolutePercentageDifference(i) = abs(Difference(i))/Pwns(i);
end
MaxDifference = (max(Pw)-max(Pwns))/max(Pwns)
AverageDifference = mean(PercentageDifference)
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5. Subroutine for Calculating Pseudopressure Terms
function PseudoTerm = PseudoPressureCalculation(P)
PViscosity = dlmread('PViscosity.txt');
Viscosity = dlmread('Viscosity.txt');
Tc = 343.33;
Pc = 666.4;
Tr = (120+460)/Tc;
for i = 1:max(size(P))-1;
% Interpolating for Viscosity
PV = P(i+1)*6.89475729;
if PV < min(PViscosity);
GasViscosity(i+1) = (3.491*10^-6)*P(i+1)+0.010426;
elseif PV > max(PViscosity);
GasViscosity(i+1) = (3.491*10^-6)*P(i+1)+0.010426;
else
m = find(PViscosity>=PV,1,'first');
n = find(PViscosity<=PV,1,'last');
GasViscosity(i+1) = Viscosity(n)+(PV-PViscosity(n))*((Viscosity(m)Viscosity(n))/(PViscosity(m)-PViscosity(n)));
end
Pr = P(i+1)/Pc;
% Calculating Compressibility Factor
z(i+1) = dranchuk(Pr,Tr,1);
% Constructing Terms for PseudoPressure Calculation
PseudoTerm(i+1) = (2*P(i+1))/(GasViscosity(i+1)*z(i+1));
end
% Interpolating for Viscosity
PV = P(1)*6.89475729;
if PV < min(PViscosity);
GasViscosity(1) = (3.491*10^-6)*P(1)+0.010426;
elseif PV > max(PViscosity);
GasViscosity(1) = (3.491*10^-6)*P(1)+0.010426;
else
m = find(PViscosity>=PV,1,'first');
n = find(PViscosity<=PV,1,'last');
GasViscosity(1) = Viscosity(n)+(PV-PViscosity(n))*((Viscosity(m)Viscosity(n))/(PViscosity(m)-PViscosity(n)));
end
% Calculating Compressibility Factor
z(1) = 1;
% Constructing Terms for PseudoPressure Calculation
PseudoTerm(1) = (2*P(1))/(GasViscosity(1)*z(1));
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6. Subroutine for Calculating Integral of Pseudopressure Terms
function [PseudoPressure,Ppp] = PseudoPressureGeneratorTrapz(PseudoCount)
% Calculating PseudoPressure Data
Ppp = [90,100:100:2000];
if PseudoCount == 1;
for x=100:100:2000;
i = x/100+1;
g = 0:1:x;
PseudoTerm = PseudoPressureCalculation(g);
% Integrating PseudoPressure Terms
PseudoPressure(i) = trapz(PseudoTerm);
end
PseudoCount = 0;
end
x = 90;
g = 0:1:x;
PseudoTerm = PseudoPressureCalculation(g);
% Integrating PseudoPressureTerms
PseudoPressure(1) = trapz(PseudoTerm);
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7. Subroutine for Dranchuk-Abou-Kassem Compressibility Factor Correlation
Note: This subroutine provided as part of course PNG 512: Numerical Reservoir Simulation
function z = dranchuk(Pr,Tr,index)
%dranchuk subroutine to calcuate z values
%prepared by Yogesh Bansal
%this subroutine can work for calculating one single value of 'z' or for
%the entire matrix.
%if you want to calculate 'z' for one single block then you call this
%sub-routine as z = dranchuc(Pr,Tr,1)
%for entire matrix, you need to send Pr and Tr for entire matrix with the
%index matrix.
A=[.3265; -1.07; -0.5339; 0.01569; -0.05165; 0.5475; -0.7361; 0.1844; ...
0.1056; 0.6134; 0.721];
[u,v] = size(index);
c1 = A(1) + A(2)/Tr + A(3)*Tr^-3 + A(4)*Tr^-4 + A(5)*Tr^-5;
c2 = A(6) + A(7)/Tr + A(8)/Tr^2;
c3 = A(7)/Tr + A(8)/Tr^2;
for i=1:u
for j=1:v
if index(i,j) ~= 0
ro(i,j) = 0.27*Pr(i,j)/Tr;
diff = 1;
while diff > 0.0001
f = 1 - 0.27*Pr(i,j)/(ro(i,j)*Tr) + c1*ro(i,j) + ...
c2*ro(i,j)^2 - A(9)*c3*ro(i,j)^5 + ...
A(10)*(1 + A(11)*ro(i,j)^2)*ro(i,j)^2*exp(1*A(11)*ro(i,j)^2)/Tr^3;
fd = 0.27*Pr(i,j)/(ro(i,j)^2*Tr) + c1 + 2*c2*ro(i,j) - ...
5*A(9)*c3*ro(i,j)^4 + ...
2*A(10)*ro(i,j)*(1+A(11)*ro(i,j)^2 - ...
A(11)^2*ro(i,j)^4)*exp(-1*A(11)*ro(i,j)^2)/Tr^3;
ron(i,j) = ro(i,j) - f/fd;
diff = abs(ron(i,j) - ro(i,j));
ro(i,j) = ron(i,j);
end
z(i,j) = 0.27*Pr(i,j)/(ro(i,j)*Tr);
end
end
end
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8. Subroutine for Constructing System of Equations to Solve for C Coefficients
function [Alpha B C1] = AlphaB3(Regions,s,ada,lambda,Skin,Rd,Cd)
if Regions == 2;
Alpha(1,1) = Cd*s*(besseli(0,(s^.5))-Skin*(s^.5)*besseli(1,(s^.5)))(s^.5)*besseli(1,(s^.5));
Alpha(1,2) =
Cd*s*(besselk(0,(s^.5))+Skin*(s^.5)*besselk(1,(s^.5)))+(s^.5)*besselk(1,(s^.5
));
Alpha(2,1) = besseli(0,Rd(1)*(s^.5));
Alpha(2,2) = besselk(0,Rd(1)*(s^.5));
Alpha(2,3) = -besselk(0,Rd(1)*((s*ada(1))^.5));
Alpha(3,1) = lambda(1)*(s^.5)*besseli(1,Rd(1)*(s^.5));
Alpha(3,2) = -lambda(1)*(s^.5)*besselk(1,Rd(1)*(s^.5));
Alpha(3,3) = ((s*ada(1))^.5)*besselk(1,Rd(1)*((s*ada(1))^.5));
B = [1/s; 0; 0];
else
Alpha = zeros(2*Regions-1,2*Regions-1);
Alpha(1,1) = Cd*s*(besseli(0,(s^.5))-Skin*(s^.5)*besseli(1,(s^.5)))(s^.5)*besseli(1,(s^.5));
Alpha(1,2) =
Cd*s*(besselk(0,(s^.5))+Skin*(s^.5)*besselk(1,(s^.5)))+(s^.5)*besselk(1,(s^.5
));
Alpha(2,1) = besseli(0,Rd(1)*(s^.5));
Alpha(2,2) = besselk(0,Rd(1)*(s^.5));
Alpha(2,3) = -besseli(0,Rd(1)*((s*ada(1))^.5));
Alpha(2,4) = -besselk(0,Rd(1)*((s*ada(1))^.5));
Alpha(3,1) = lambda(1)*(s^.5)*besseli(1,Rd(1)*(s^.5));
Alpha(3,2) = -lambda(1)*(s^.5)*besselk(1,Rd(1)*(s^.5));
Alpha(3,3) = -((s*ada(1))^.5)*besseli(1,Rd(1)*((s*ada(1))^.5));
Alpha(3,4) = ((s*ada(1))^.5)*besselk(1,Rd(1)*((s*ada(1))^.5));
for i=2:Regions-2;
Alpha(2*i,2*i-1) = besseli(0,Rd(i)*((s*ada(i-1))^.5));
Alpha(2*i,2*i) = besselk(0,Rd(i)*((s*ada(i-1))^.5));
Alpha(2*i,2*i+1) = -besseli(0,Rd(i)*((s*ada(i))^.5));
Alpha(2*i,2*i+2) = -besselk(0,Rd(i)*((s*ada(i))^.5));
Alpha(2*i+1,2*i-1) = lambda(i)*((s*ada(i1))^.5)*besseli(1,Rd(i)*((s*ada(i-1))^.5));
Alpha(2*i+1,2*i) = -lambda(i)*((s*ada(i1))^.5)*besselk(1,Rd(i)*((s*ada(i-1))^.5));
Alpha(2*i+1,2*i+1) = ((s*ada(i))^.5)*besseli(1,Rd(i)*((s*ada(i))^.5));
Alpha(2*i+1,2*i+2) =
((s*ada(i))^.5)*besselk(1,Rd(i)*((s*ada(i))^.5));
end
Alpha(2*Regions-2,2*Regions-3) = besseli(0,Rd(Regions-1)*((s*ada(Regions1-1))^.5));
Alpha(2*Regions-2,2*Regions-2) = besselk(0,Rd(Regions-1)*((s*ada(Regions1-1))^.5));
Alpha(2*Regions-2,2*Regions-1) = -besselk(0,Rd(Regions1)*((s*ada(Regions-1))^.5));
Alpha(2*Regions-1,2*Regions-3) = lambda(Regions-1)*((s*ada(Regions-11))^.5)*besseli(1,Rd(Regions-1)*((s*ada(Regions-1-1))^.5));
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Alpha(2*Regions-1,2*Regions-2) = -lambda(Regions-1)*((s*ada(Regions-11))^.5)*besselk(1,Rd(Regions-1)*((s*ada(Regions-1-1))^.5));
Alpha(2*Regions-1,2*Regions-1) = ((s*ada(Regions1))^.5)*besselk(1,Rd(Regions-1)*((s*ada(Regions-1))^.5));

B = zeros(1,2*Regions-1);
B(1) = 1/s;
B = B';
end
C1 = Alpha\B;
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9. Subroutine to Evaluate Wellbore Pseudopressure Drop Equation
function f = Pwd(p,C,D,j)
f = C(1,j)*(besseli(0,(p^.5))D*(p^.5)*besseli(1,(p^.5)))+C(2,j)*(besselk(0,(p^.5))+D*(p^.5)*besselk(1,(p^.
5)));
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APPENDIX B – TABLE OF METHANE VISCOSITIES AT 120°F
Source: Dortmund Data Bank, Technical University of Dortmund, 2009
Pressure (psi)

Viscosity (cp)

284.4669
853.4006
1422.334
2133.501
2844.669

0.012013
0.01314
0.01466
0.017946
0.02069
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APPENDIX C – TABLES OF RELATIVE PERMEABILITY DATA
Gas Saturation (Sg)

Relative Permeability to Gas (Krg)

0
0.11
0.22
0.255
0.29
0.325
0.36
0.395
0.43
0.465
0.5
0.535
0.57
0.605
0.64
0.675
0.71
0.745
0.78

0
0
0
0.001272
0.005089
0.011451
0.020357
0.031807
0.045802
0.062342
0.081427
0.103056
0.127229
0.153947
0.18321
0.215017
0.249369
0.286265
0.325706

Water Saturation (Sg)

Relative Permeability to Water (Krw)

0.22
0.26875
0.3175
0.36625
0.415
0.46375
0.5125
0.56125
0.61
0.65875
0.7075
0.75625
0.805
0.85375
0.9025
0.95125
1

0
0.00196024
0.0045078
0.00764531
0.0117529
0.0173219
0.0249645
0.0354232
0.0495795
0.0684629
0.0932587
0.125316
0.166156
0.217477
0.282168
0.359306
0.454173
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